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Faculty currently doing research in the VSE Research labs are:
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- Sponsored senior design experience and to complete design projects for entry into
- Investigates the study of transport phenomena at the microscale for problems in
- Faculty who perform cutting-edge research in the fields of multi-scale transport which
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- Materials to understand the influence on materials properties, to test specimens under
- Bull Run Hall Teaching Labs
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- Accommodate 24 students each, an essential step to accommodate existing classroom
- Chemistry, with expected completion in spring 2019. These laboratories will
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- Was outfitted with 15,933 sq. ft. of laboratory and administrative spaces supporting
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- Succeed in a number of critical career paths.
- In collaboration with Conservation X Labs and other renowned non-governmental
- Return to Mason or their own colleges with outstanding, hands-on experience.
- Deputy Director at SCBI, continue to be key partners for us as SMSC programs thrive
- Biology Institute (SCBI), was named Director of the National Zoo. Steve and Will Pitt,
- Based decisions.
- Used appropriately, and shared with key stakeholders to make data-driven or evidence-
- Advancement.
- Enrollment management and financial aid, financial management, and institutional
- Affairs, administration and planning, student recruitment and career placement,
- The dean is responsible for leading and managing all aspects of campus programs and
- Campus searches for the following vacancies:

**Searches**

- The University continues to gather input from the Mason community and beyond. This
- In October 2018, the University released the Report of the Review of Gift Agreements to
- The report articulated the Internal Review Committee’s process for its review,
- Of these recommendations are items that we can achieve now or in the short term, while
- Number of issues related to term faculty well-being, such as compensation, release time,
- As career development and advancement opportunities. The task force explored a
- Task force was charged with identifying challenges and difficulties for term faculty, as well
- Of our faculty successes. We anticipate finalizing a contract with our selected vendor in
- The opportunity to easily create e-dossiers for faculty renewal, promotion, and tenure.
- Working on identifying and purchasing a software tool that will help us collect, integrate,
- And consolidate data around faculty activities and accomplishments, as well as offer us
- The public. This report articulated the Internal Review Committee’s process for its review,
- View the proposed policy language here: [link]
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